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Details of Visit:

Author: DreamWeaverMan
Location 2: Seven Sisters
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 1 Aug 2010 12.00
Duration of Visit: 3
Amount Paid: 240
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07587325505

The Premises:

15 minutes walk from Seven Sisters Station. Third floor flat and inside the flat is very nice and
seems to be newly refurbished and all new and has very nice bathroom.

The Lady:

Mia is slim girl in her early twenties with black hair and very friendly and lovely girl.

The Story:

Mia is slim girl with black hair and very friendly and lovely girl. She has some tattoos that I like and
very sexy.
Quiet and passive and submissive girl. Her photos in the web site are of hers

You can imagine Mia as a girl who educated in convent school and she was suppressed sex
knowledge and she has very high sex drive.
Now you can imagine how that deadly combination can be.

Mia is submissive type of girl, so everything have to be initiated by you to get things going,
otherwise, she wait for next move from you.

Hugs and cuddles, French kissing, OWO, reverse oral, reverse rimming and massage and 69. All
these activities you have initiate and she follows

OWO is very basic but she tried the best (may be the lack of knowledge of giving oral)
Reverse rimming she likes it and also she felt bit dirty, but she wants it more and she wants that
dirty sexy fun. so it was very enjoyable to watch her struggling with all sort of emotions and enjoying
same time with sexy noises and curly wurly body moves

Reverse oral was fabulous and I spend most of the time on eating her pussy every way as possible
and she hold my head by her both hand between her leg to make sure I do it more and more and
more. She had many orgasms and multiple orgasms and lots of juices flowing everywhere and one
finger and two finger and three finger and four finger and keep going and going and going and more
and more orgasms and more and she was making sexy moans and sexy noises and curly wurly
sexy body moves and more orgasms etc etc...like non stop firework keep going with lots of colourful
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banks and my jaw was in pain and my neck was in pain my back was in pain. Mia is sexually very
active girl and she seems like love sexual fun, but when you see her at first time, you will never
think that this girl has very high sex drive. She is very passive and quiet, but if you press right button
then she come to live with sexual explosion. it was very hot in the room and we both were covered
in sweat and at the end I gave her a nice soft massage to cool her down.

At the end I managed to crawl back to the station to come home to have nice hot bath to sooth my
pleasure pains. But I will be back for more fun

It is advisable to talk to Mia regarding what she does do and what she doesn't do beforehand,
because, the advert seems to be misleading.
Seems like the business that manage the Flat and the girls uses the same advert template for all
the girls by changing photos and phone numbers and names and leave out the rest

Mia said that she will be in London for another one week and she will have a break for two weeks
and come back in two weeks.

if you want more details, then email me

If you like submissive and passive type of girls then I highly recommend Mia for wonderful sexy time
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